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Good afternoon, boys and girls! Welcome to story time! Who’s ready to hear some stories?

Introduction (Singing/Action Activity)

“If You’re Ready for a Story” (to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
If you’re ready for a story, clap your hands (clap, clap).
If you’re ready for a story, clap your hands (clap, clap).
If you’re ready for a story and you really want to show it;
If you’re ready for a story, clap your hands (clap, clap).

If you’re ready for a story, stomp your feet (stomp, stomp).
If you’re ready for a story, stomp your feet (stomp, stomp).
If you’re ready for a story and you really want to show it;
If you’re ready for a story, stomp your feet (stomp, stomp).

If you’re ready for a story, find your seat.
If you’re ready for a story, find your seat.
If you’re ready for a story and you really want to show it;
If you’re ready for a story, find your seat.

(Kinsella, 2011)

Today we are going to hear stories about our feathered friends, birds. If you haven’t already please put on your bird name tag and we’ll get started.

We’ll begin today with the story of *The Ugly Duckling*.

Picture Book Presentation

*The Ugly Duckling*, by Hans Christian Anderson

What a great story! Now, let’s stand up and sing a song about five little ducks.
Story Stretch (Chanting/Action Activity)

“Five Little Ducks” (Silberg & Schiller, 2002, p. 121)
Five little ducks went out one day (hold up five fingers)
Over the hills and far away. (hill motion with arm)
Papa duck called with a
“Quack, quack, quack.” (clap, clap, clap)
Four little ducks came swimming back. (swimming motion with arm)

Repeat, losing one more duck each time until you are left with one duck. Have mama duck call and end with “five little ducks came swimming back.”

Let’s sit back and listen to another story. Now, I’ll tell you a story about how the Gabblers very first egg was EGG-napped.

Picture Book Presentation

EGG-napped, by Marisa Montes

And that was the story of the Gabblers first baby goose. So far, we’ve heard stories about ducks and geese. Let’s hear stories about birds that live in trees. But first, let’s stand up and stretch out a bit. I’ll go through the stretch once and then you join me.

Story Stretch (Action Activity)

“Trees” (Cooper, 1995, p. 21)
Elm trees stretch and stretch so wide. (spread arms out)
Their limbs reach out on every side. (move stretched arms up and down)
Pine trees stretch and stretch so high. (raise arms above head)
They very nearly reach the sky. (reach up high on tippy toes)
Willows droop and droop so low. (bend over at the waist with arms hanging down)
Their branches sweep the ground below.
Now, I’ll tell you a tale about “The Bird and Her Babies.”

Flannel Board Story

“The Bird and Her Babies: A Sri Lankan Folktale” (Sierra, 1996, p. 54)

*Hide baby birds underneath the tree prior to beginning the program. Place the mother bird to the left of the tree, then, as the story progresses, place the other figures onto the feltboard. As each character plays its part in the story, remove it from the board. Finally, lift the tree just a bit and slide the babies out.*

A bird pecked a hole in the trunk of a hollow tree and built a nest inside. She laid her eggs, and when they hatched, the baby birds were hungry. The mother bird fed them well, morning, noon, and night. The babies grew fat. When it was time for them to leave the nest and learn to fly, they were too large to get out of the hole in the tree.

So the mother bird went to the carpenter and asked him to cut the hole bigger so that her babies could get out and learn to fly. But the carpenter said, “No, why should I?”

Then the bird went to a snake and asked the snake to bite the carpenter, because the carpenter wouldn’t cut the tree, and the bird’s babies couldn’t get out and learn to fly. But the snake said, “No, why should I?”

Then the bird went to the elephant, and asked the elephant to step on the snake, because the snake wouldn’t bite the carpenter, and the carpenter wouldn’t cut the tree, and the bird’s babies couldn’t get out and learn to fly. But the elephant said, “No, why should I?”

Then the bird met a mouse. She asked the mouse to get inside the elephant’s trunk and tickle him, because the elephant wouldn’t step on the snake, and the snake wouldn’t bite the carpenter, and the carpenter wouldn’t cut the tree, and the bird’s babies couldn’t get out and learn to fly. But the mouse said, “No, why should I?”

Then the bird found a cat. She asked the cat to chase the mouse, because the mouse wouldn’t tickle the elephant, and the elephant wouldn’t step on the snake, and the snake wouldn’t bite the carpenter, and the carpenter wouldn’t cut the tree, and the bird’s babies couldn’t get out and learn to fly.

And the cat said, “Why shouldn’t I chase the mouse? It would be my pleasure.”

Then the cat began to chase the mouse, the mouse began to tickle the elephant’s trunk, the elephant began to step on the snake, the snake began to bite the carpenter, the carpenter cut open the tree, and the bird’s babies got out and learned to fly. And that’s the end!

And that was the story of “The Bird and Her Babies.” Now, I will tell you a story about owls. An owl’s feathers, which are frayed on the edges, quiet the sound of its flapping wings. This allows the owl to silently swoop down on its prey while hunting at night. Owls usually build their nests in hollow trees, caves, or deserted houses and barns (Cooper, 1995).
And that was the story of “The Barn Owls.” Okay, everyone stand up. I’ll recite “The Owl in the Barn” and then you repeat it with me.

**Story Stretch (Fingerplay)**

“The Owl in the Barn” (Cooper, 1995, p. 10)
A little boy went into a barn, *(make walking motion with index and middle fingers)*
And lay down on some hay. *(place hands under head like a pillow)*
An owl came out and flew about, *(make flapping motion with arms outstretched)*
And the little boy ran away. *(make walking motion with index and middle fingers)*

Okay, I think we have time for one more story. A not so scary story about a crow.

**Picture Book Presentation**

*The Crow*, by Alison Paul
Alright boys and girls, it’s almost time to go. Stand up and listen to a quick rhyme about “Two Little Blackbirds.” Watch me go through the rhyme once, and then join me.

Wrapping Up (Fingerplay)

“One Little Blackbirds” (Silberg & Schiller, 2002, p. 430)
Two little blackbirds (hold up index finger of each hand)
Sitting on a hill.
One named Jack. (hold right hand/finger forward)
One named Jill. (hold left hand/finger forward)
Fly away, Jack. (wiggle right finger and place behind your back)
Fly away, Jill. (wiggle left finger and place behind your back)
Come back, Jack. (bring right hand back)
Come back, Jill. (bring left hand back)

Now it’s time for all of you to fly away, but I hope that you will come back next week just like our blackbird friends, Jack and Jill. Let’s end our time together with a song.

Conclusion (Singing)

“One More We Get Together”
The more we get together, together, together
The more we get together the happier we’ll be.
For your friends are my friends,
And my friends are your friends.
The more we get together the happier we’ll be.

The more we read together, together, together
The more we read together the happier we’ll be.
For your friends are my friends,
And my friends are your friends.
The more we read together the happier we’ll be.

(Kinsella, 2011)
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